10TH ANNUAL ONLINE INTERNATIONAL LIVE VIDEO GRADUATE STUDENT WORKSHOP

18-19 March 2022

Graduate officers of the Aquinas & The Arabs International Working Group are accepting papers on:

- Thomas Aquinas
- Medieval Jewish philosophy
- Medieval Islamic philosophy
- Intersections between any of these
- Related topics

Format: The format of this international conference is uniquely innovative:

- First, the workshop is online to reduce cost and allow student colleagues from around the globe to participate.
- Second, rather than full live paper presentations, presenters will have their papers emailed (not for distribution or quotation outside the conference) to participants and readers in advance to be read prior to the workshop.
- Presenters have ~10 minutes to summarize and point attention to particular issues within their paper. The remaining time will be devoted to substantive discussion regarding the paper.

Deadlines for paper submissions:

- Submit a 250-word abstract and current CV by 20 February.
- Full papers of accepted abstracts must be submitted by March 11th.

Deadlines for non-presenting readers:

- To express interest in participating in the conference and receive copies of our presenter’s papers please email seth.kreeger@marquette.edu no later than March 14th, 2022.

Forward submission to: seth.kreeger@marquette.edu

This event is hosted by The Aquinas and ‘the Arabs’ International Working Group, which promotes understanding and insight into philosophical and theological issues prominent in the Medieval period in the Abrahamic traditions in Arabic, Hebrew and Latin writings, issues which continue to inform philosophical and theological thought today in important ways. See http://aquinasandthearabs.org/ for more information.